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Abstract: As cloud computing becomes popular, more and more sensitive information are being centralized into the
cloud nowadays. For the protection of data privacy, sensitive data usually have to be encrypted before outsourcing,
which makes effective data utilization a very challenging task because all the data which we outsource are in encrypted
format. In this paper, we have discussed a few approaches for sharing data on cloud with minimal usage of key. We
also discuss few data searching technique over encrypted data. While enjoying the advantage and convenience of cloud
storage for data sharing, users are becoming more worried about careless leak of data in the cloud. To address this
problem we studied various leakage models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Storage on cloud is a solution for accessing large amounts of data and sharing with various users by means of internet.
Nowadays, a number of users are mainly sharing a large number of various kinds of documents, which are considered
to be under various categories like photos, videos and documents via various social networking based applications on
daily basis. There are various benefits of using cloud storage like lesser cost, greater agility, availability and better
utilization of resource has caused attraction of plenty more number of business users toward using the cloud storage.
While enjoying the advantage and convenience of cloud storage for data sharing, users are becoming more worried
about careless leak of data in the cloud. To overcome the users problem of possible leak of data in cloud storage, the
data owner can encrypt the data before sending them to the cloud is a popular approach, so that later the data may be
decrypted and retrieved by users who have the decryption keys. But still, the data encryption makes it difficult for users
to search given keywords and then retrieve only selected data matching keywords. We also studied various searchable
encryption technique which provide searching over encrypted data.
By combining a cryptographic cloud storage with searchable encryption technique can achieve the basic requirements
security. However, different encryption keys must be used for different files when sharing selective encrypted data with
different users. This suggest that number of keys required to be distributed to users will be equivalent to the number of
files. Such a large number of keys must be securely stored and managed by the users in their devices and only to be
distributed to users via secure channels. To perform a keyword search over many files a large number of trapdoor must
be generated by users and submitted to the cloud. To address this challenge we studied various approaches which can
improve the cloud storage functionality by securely storing the encrypted data and providing searchable encryption to
facilitate the need searching over encrypted data.
Majority of the devices on cloud are mobile devices, and the stored aggregate key in it can be easily leaked. Thus, how
to design a system that will be resilient to leakage is still a challenging problem. While conveniently using cloud
storage for data sharing, users are becoming more worried about data leaks in the cloud. To address this problem we
studied various leakage models.
Various techniques have been proposed for data sharing via cloud storage, their efficiency is to be increased by means
of development of new concepts and schemes. This paper is organized as follows: Section II illustrates some of the
methodologies used for data sharing and searching through cloud storage. Section III concludes the review of our work.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
We studied the following related systems to discover their advantages, drawbacks and limitations. These systems are
discussed below.
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A. Key Aggregate Encryption for Data Sharing
Data sharing systems have received much more attention lately [3], [4], [5], [6] which is based on cloud storage. To be
specific, Chu et al [6] considered many ways to reduce the data encryption keys distribution numbers. The owner of
data needs to distribute all keys which are used for encryption, to share several documents with the same user in a
traditional approach which is almost infeasible. Taking this challenge with aim to generate an aggregate key for the
user to decrypt all the documents shared with the user, Chu et al [6] proposed a data sharing system using keyaggregate cryptosystem (KAC). This is a new cryptographic system, which allowed giving flexible decryption rights
such that aggregate secret key can be used to decrypt any cipher-texts subset. The constant-size aggregate key is
generated by the master secret key of data owner. In this system, different classes are created to classify the cipher-texts,
and these different classes are used by data owner to generate aggregate secret keys by using master secret key. The
power of many keys is aggregated as one key is compacted for one cipher-text class. Hence to share many documents,
only one aggregate key is needed to be sent by the data owner to data requester in cloud.
B. Key Aggregate Searchable Encryption
Chu el at [6] proposed a system which allows efficiently assigning the rights of decryption to users who requested data,
however searching over the encrypted data is not support. In the cloud based system, achieving privacy-preserving data
sharing is the main objective, where keyword search is an essential requirement. By merging a cloud cryptographic
storage with searchable encryption can accomplish the primary requirements of a cloud storage security. Basically the
need is to selectively and efficiently share encrypted data with individual as well as multiple distinct users. This
requirement generally demands different keys to be used for encryption of different data. But still, this indicate that the
number of keys required will be proportional to the number of files that is needed to be shared with users to search over
the encrypted files as well as to decrypt the files. While distributing such a huge number of keys care must be taken that
secure channels must be used for keys distribution amongst users, as well as the keys must be stored safely and
properly managed on their devices by users. To search over encrypted data keyword search must be performed over
many files for which trapdoors in huge number of must be generated by users and sent to the cloud. The said need for
secure storage, communication and computational complexity makes such a system impractical and inefficient.
Baojiang Cui, Zheli Liu, and Lingyu Wang el at [1] proposed concept of key-aggregate searchable encryption to tackle
these challenges. The proposed KASE system can be applied to any storage on cloud that have the functionality of
group data sharing and searching, which means that any selected group of files may selectively shared with a group of
selected users by any user, while allowing to perform keyword search over the data.
C. Multi-User Searchable Encryption (MUSE)
Multi-User Searchable Encryption (MUSE) technique was focused in some recent work [8], [9], [10], [11], [14], while
to reach the objective these all adopted single key integrated with access control. In [7], [14], multi-user searchable
encryption system are constructed to achieve coarse-grained access control by using broadcast encryption and
documents were shared by sending searchable encryption key to all users who can access it. Attribute Based Encryption
(ABE) is applied in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] to achieve searching keyword using fine-grained access control.
However now in multi-user searchable encryption, control over which document can be accessed by which user is the
main problem. As well as it does not consider how the number of shared keys and trapdoors can be reduced. Key
aggregate searchable encryption (KASE) system can make MUSE more efficient and practical and also provide the
answer for the keyword search and access control.
D. Multi-Key Searchable Encryption (MKSE)
When there is a scenario of multi-user application, we consider that when searching keyword over documents the
number of trapdoor will be same as the number of documents, Popa and Zeldovich el at [15] firstly proposed the multikey searchable encryption (MKSE) system concept and in 2013 this system was put forward. Multi-key searchable
encryption allows a user to search over documents encrypted with different keys by providing a trapdoor of single
keyword to the server. This requirement looks very similar to the objective of KASE, but these two techniques are
completely different from each other. The objective of KASE system is distributing the aggregate key to give the
keyword search right to any user in a group data sharing system, however the aim of MKSE is to ensure that using
single trapdoor keyword search can be performed on cloud server over different documents belonging to a user.
E. Public-Key Encryption with Keyword Search
The difficulty in public cloud system is searching over encrypted data through encryption key. Firstly introducing
search query where keyword were used for email gateway. Without knowing about the contents of data shared specific
keyword can be searched by gateway and verifying satisfying document to rank documents accordingly. Public Key
Encryption with Keyword Search system recognize all public key encrypted documents containing the same keyword
given by data owner without decryption of data. Test over gateway is executed to match encrypted keywords of sender
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and word of receivers choice, no more information is learned by the gateway. PEKS system implies Identity Based
Encryption (IDE) scheme where owner encrypts data such that user having required attributes can only decrypt the
shared document. This system considered only single owner and user condition for performing keyword search over
multiple shared documents.
F. Searchable Symmetric Encryption
The problem of Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) system used for single user i.e. owner is considered in this
work. In previous system search queries can only be submitted by the owner of data and perform search over encrypted
data outsourced to other party. The construction in this work [7] enhanced the work of searchable symmetric encryption
to be used for multi-user environment, where instead of only owner searching can be performed by arbitrary group of
parties. Opposite to the previous system which guaranteed security for clients performing all searches at once, this
system ensured security constraints for any number of practical searches by different users. Two SSE constructions are
introduced as 1. Non-Adaptive Secure Construction (SSE-1) 2. An Adaptively Secure Construction (SSE- 2). Multiple
secure searching is achieved through SSC-2 where search queries are considered as function of previously obtained
search results and trapdoors. In both constructions the work performed by server is constant with respect to size of data
over each returned document.
G. Leakage Security Model
Until now, some classic leakage models have been proposed, and there are primarily three leakage models. The first
model is the bounded retrieval model [18], [19], [20], in this model the bit-length of the key must be significantly
higher than the total number of bits leaked over the lifetime of system, and before the whole secret is leaked we hope
that the attack is detected and stopped. The second model is the continual leakage model [21], [22], [16], where the
secret key should be refreshed continually where there is no leakage during the update process and it assumes that
leakage is bounded in term of a fraction of the secret key size between consecutive updates. The third model which is
developed from the relative leakage model [17], is the auxiliary input model [23], [24], [25], [26], which permits any
non invertible function that no probabilistic polynomial time attacker can compute the actual pre-image with
probability which is non-negligible. Zhiwei Wang and Lingyu Zhou el at [2] proposed a leakage resilient KAC with
auxiliary input based on Chu et al.’s basic construction [6]. Where, the attacker still cannot recover any information of
the master secret key, no matter how many bits are leaked from the aggregate key.
H. Leakage-Resilient KAC with Auxiliary Input
Chu et al. [6] proposed a key aggregate cryptosystem (KAC) to solve the problem of selectively sharing data by
generating a single aggregate key. This is a new cryptographic system, which allowed giving flexible decryption rights
such that aggregate secret key can be used to decrypt any cipher-texts subset. The constant-size aggregate key is
generated by the master secret key of data owner. In this system, different classes are created to classify the cipher-texts,
and these different classes are used by data owner to generate aggregate secret keys by using master secret key. The
power of many keys is aggregated as one key is compacted for one cipher-text class. Hence to share many documents,
only one aggregate key is needed to be sent by the data owner to data requester in cloud. But in real world, attackers
can learn partial information about secret key by making many side channel attacks and observing cryptographic
execution physical properties. Zhiwei Wang and Lingyu Zhou el at [2] proposed a leakage resilient key aggregate
cryptosystem with auxiliary input which is based on Chu et al.’s construction [6].
III. CONCLUSION
Sharing and searching data need multiple keys to be shared in cloud which makes the system inefficient, to overcome
this challenge an effective method of key-aggregate searchable encryption is provided. However in practical world, side
channel attacks allow the attackers to learn partial information about secret key. So providing an leakage-resilient keyaggregate searchable encryption will make the cloud storage more secure and reliable.
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